
Red Hot Cholo Peppers

For over 30 years, the Red Hot Chili Peppers have captivated audiences with their high-energy shows

and special blend of funky rock n’ roll. Being fans of fun, funk, and everything rock n roll, the Red

Hot Cholo Peppers re-create the fan experience with a uniquely Southern California twist. They are

most definitely not your average tribute band.

“It’s this instant vibe you get when you hear the name, people know it’s a party.”
-David Strickland (Vocals, Guitar)

Clad in bandanas, flannels, and crashing parties with the same Cholo-style attitude you haven’t seen

since before your Tio got locked up, the Red Hot Cholo Peppers bring you all the hits of your

favorite band with extra chili on top. With decades of experience as professional musicians, this

4-piece band fully understands their role in providing fun and engaging entertainment wherever they

play. They are professionals, who happen to love what they do and take pride in doing it well. Every

show they play is carefully tailored to reach maximum audience engagement and their diversity as a

band allows them to throw in some surprising non-RHCP covers that always get people dancing,

singing along, and shouting “Órale” together. Sharing live music brings magic to the crowd that

no other activity can. 

 “I love how it can bring so many different people together for a shared emotional experience.”
Fonzo Rios (Bass, Backing Vocals)

Every time they take the stage, the Red Hot Cholo Peppers want to bring you right along and share

the fun that they have. You become a part of the show as we all remember the songs that sculpted

us and our love of music.
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For more information, please visit Redhotcholopeppers.com
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